LifeSphere® IDMP
Combining Compliance and Strategic
Business Benefits in One Solution

Delays in completion of guidelines for Identification of Medicinal
Products (IDMP) have left companies unsure how to proceed with
their own IDMP action. With xEVMPD still mandatory, life sciences
companies must ensure they submit their data in compliance with
EMA’s requirements while leveraging their investment to collect
data in an IDMP-compliant fashion and achieve operational
efficiency goals.
LifeSphere IDMP is a complete technology solution that seamlessly
works in any technology environment at any level of a life sciences
company’s maturity in the data standards compliance journey,
allowing companies to become compliant with standards like
xEVMPD, and IDMP across the globe, while realizing multiple
strategic business benefits.

A Unified Data Standards Compliance Software Solution
Life sciences companies often struggle with analysis-paralysis when it
comes to selecting the right tools to address the future regulatory
landscape. Most companies are looking to take the necessary steps
that help them prepare support IDMP assessment and initial data
collection while continuing to be xEVMPD compliant without locking
into an inflexible approach.
As a multi-tenant cloud-based solution, LifeSphere IDMP gives clients
flexibility in meeting compliance and business objectives while
improving cross-department process efficiency.

Improve Data Quality and Management
LifeSphere IDMP improves data quality with support for terminology
mapping with internal systems and external agency systems like EMA
SPOR. The solution assesses data quality and completeness during
initial xEVMPD/IDMP readiness assessment and data collection
pilots.

LifeSphere IDMP
offers a structured
technology-enabled
approach for complete
xEVMPD to IDMP
coverage and beyond,
keeping companies
insulated from
changing regulations
and timelines while
minimizing technology
expenditure and risks.
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It also manages and tracks the data collection, review and validation
process through configurable workflows. And it validates the
collected data against agency-specific business rules by checking
readiness for submission.
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The solution collects structured data from source systems via
interfaces using LifeSphere IDMP's integration capabilities, and it
extracts unstructured data from documents using LifeSphere IDMP's
NLP/OCR capabilities.
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Integration with internal systems, unstructured documents and
external systems helps to streamline processes. And it shares IDMP
compliant medicinal product information and IDs with other
departments via reports or via system interfaces built into LifeSphere
IDMP’s integration capabilities.
LifeSphere IDMP also generates and electronically submits standard
specific XML files to agencies and automatically processes
acknowledgements, errors and assigned identifiers.

Grows as You Grow
The solution comes out of the box with not just xEVMPD and EU
IDMP Iteration 1 fields, but all ISO IDMP fields plus additional
regional extensions. As a cloud-based solution, it can be configured
to add any regional fields or business rules with minimal validation
time.
Its flexible design also enables it to connect to a Master Data Hub for
sourcing standard specific information into its xEVMPD and IDMP
compliant Data Hub. LifeSphere IDMP also generates return on
investment by generating a high-quality, IDMP-compliant central
product dictionary.
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